eSupply GPO: Unleash Purchasing Power and See Immediate Results

Snapshot of the RealPage Source to Pay Solution

What is eSupply GPO?
eSupply GPO stands for Group Purchasing Organization. By pooling together the buying power of our large and growing client base, we can help you secure pre-negotiated discounts with major industry vendors that drive measurable cost savings to your bottom line.

Who Needs eSupply GPO?
All property management companies can benefit from eSupply GPO. If your existing vendor discount is better for you than eSupply’s, there is no downside to signing up - keep your existing discount with that vendor!
eSupply GPO can help larger companies obtain discounts with vendors that are often left out of contract negotiations.

What are the Benefits of Making eSupply GPO Part of the Source to Pay Solution?
- A dedicated RealPage contact who provides additional reporting, strategic support and program guidance to uncover additional opportunities.
- Online purchasing and invoicing experience with vendor catalog shopping, providing more directed spend with a reduction in rogue spend.

“Within our portfolio where we have had the eSupply GPO implemented in the last 6-8 months, we have already saved over $120K.”
- Business Support Manager
  RKW Residential

Unleashing Consistent Savings

Hundreds of clients covering 3M+ units leverage eSupply
Save up to $13 per unit annually toward your bottom line
What are the requirements for eSupply GPO?

This is a stand-alone RealPage service. Thus, there are no additional requirements to signing up; eSupply does not need to be integrated with any other RealPage product. The eSupply team does all the work to activate discounts, making it turnkey once you sign up. There is no setup fee or annual subscription cost, so get started with eSupply today!

What Vendors are part of the eSupply GPO Vendors Network?

Below are our participating eSupply vendors who provide quality goods and services at substantial discounts: